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Abstract 
This paper deals with Vandermonde matrices on Chebyshev points, hereafter denoted 
by V. We present simple formulas for the determinant of I" and the Frobenius norm of 
both V and V -~, and derive an algorithm for solving the linear systems l/'p =f  and 
VTq = g. Numerical experiments to asses the stability of this algorithm are also 
reported. © 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
AMS classi.lication: 15A! 5; 15A60; 65F05 
Kel,wordw Polynomial interpolation; Vandermonde matrices: Conditioning 
1. Introduction 
Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind are defined by 
T,,(x) = cos(n arccos(x)), -1 ~<x~< 1, n = 0, 1,2,. . . ,  (1) 
and their roots (the so-called Chebyshev points, or nodes) are: 
x~=cos 2n ~ i= l ,  ,n. (2) 
This paper deals with Vandermonde matrices on Chebyshev points. The 
interest in these matrices in motivated by the mOHnax property of such points, 
that we recall briefly. Let 4~ be a function to be interpolated at n points 
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x~,...,x,, in [-1,1], and let p. be the interpolating polynomial. Chebyshev 
points are often taken as an approximate solution to the problem: 
min I1~ - p.ll~, 
X I , . . . ,Xn 
see Rel: [8], which tends to the exact solution as the number of interpolation 
points increases [16]. More precisely, the following result emphasizes the rel- 
evance of Chebyshev points in approximation theory. 
Theorem 1.1. Let ,% be the polynomial of best approximation for a continuous 
junction ~ on [-1, 1] (defined by IIp~,-~ll~ ~< lip,,- ~ll~, where p. is any 
po!yno,'~';al of degree no greater than n), and let ~,, be the interpolating 
polynomial on Chcbvshev points. One has: 
l iP,,- ~11~ <~ (l + &) l ip :  - ~11=, 
where L,, the Lebesque constant for the Chebyshev points, is a moderately #l- 
creasing function, that asymptotically obeys to L, ,,~ 2 ln(n + l)/n, as n ~ oo. 
The asymptotic estimate of L,, has been given by Bernstein in 1931 [1]; the 
precise values of/~, has been first conjectured in Ref. [1R], and then proved in 
Refs. [5,201. 
In view of the above result, Bj6rck and Dahlquist wrote [2]: 
"h~terpolation on Chebyshev points gives an excellent result, and shouM be 
used if one has the possibility of freely choosing the points where the jimc- 
tion vahtes are to be used" 
They also show that, if I1~"+~11~ < M, then liP,,- q~ll~ < 2-"M/(n+ 1)!, 
provided that the function ~ is (n + 1) times differentiable. 
The coefficients of ,b,, are the solutions of the linear system Vp = f ,  where 
.A = ~b(xk), and V is a Vandermonde matrix, defined by 
z,~ = ~-~,  i , j  = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n ,  (3) 
where the x~ are given by Eq. (2). Another point of interest in this matrix is the 
(relatively) moderate growth, versus n, of the condition number x~(V) [9,15]. 
Through the paper we will present formulas for the determinant of V and 
the Frobenius norm of both V and V -I, and will derive an algorithm for 
solving the linear systems Vp = f (the interpolation problem, or dual problem) 
and Vrq = g (the moment problem, or primal problem). We also report the 
results of a set of numerical experiments hat show how, for that special nodes, 
this algorithm performs better than BjiSrck-Pereyra's ones [3]. 
The ¢ " " ~ot,owmg explicit expression of Chebyshev polynomials will be of use, 
as it highlights the coefficients of T, 
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Tn(x) = 2 "-1 (Xn+ 62 xn-2 + ¢74 xn-4 +'" "). 
In the above expression, a, is the kth elementary symmetric function of points 
x~,... ,x,; these can be written as 
( - l )k (2 : ) (n ) / (n - l )k=O, l  L n] 
tr2~.= 22---T-- 2k k ' ' ' " '  2 ' (4) 
and tr,.k+t- O. The above formula for the a's is nothing but an alternative 
writing for the coefficients of T,, as given, for example, in Ref. [4]. The notations 
[.] and [.] will denote the 'floor' and 'ceiling' functions, respectively [17]. 
2. The Frobenius norm of V and V -I 
Norms and condition numbers of monomial Vandermonde matrices have 
been extensively studied by Gautschi and his co-workers [9,1 I], and recently by 
Tyrtyshnikov [22]; the condition of polynomial Vandermonde-like matrices has 
been investigated in Ref. [10]. For the monomial Vandermonde on the 
Chebyshev points, Gautschi [9] has shown that: 
33/4 
r~( l " r )~ 4 (l+v~2)", n - -+~.  
In this section we deduce formulas tbr the Frobenius norm of both V and 
I/'-I. 
Proposition 2.1. The Frohenius m,'m o.f V is given 19' 
L": 
I IVIIF. - • (5 )  
Proof. Let B = V T V; we have 
B, = cos 2n rt • , 
k=l 
and. by the trigonometric dentity [13] 
 (cos 
i=! 2n 
the above sum gives 
(2,,.-22) 
Bii = 22i._ 2 
i - -  l , . . . , l l ,  
n (2m~ n 6,,,,,, m =0,1 . n. (6) 
2""' \ m / 22"- ~ ' . . . . .  
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tVerefore (see Ref. [17]) 
i lv i l~.=~-- ,  ~ n (2 i -2~ 
i=l 22i-2 \ i -  2 ] 
Finally, Eq. (5) follows by Ref. [17] 
._, 
22"- ! \ n / "  
A simple asymptotic estimate of [IVIIv is obtained noting that [17] 
X/~ // "-+ OC, 
which implies: 
llVllf: ~ V--~-, , --, ~ .  (7)  
To get the expression of the Frobenius norm of V -I, we recall one expres- 
sion for the entries of V -~ which holds for general nodes, 
tl-- i  
k k r;i' = ( - I  y'J,p,~--~(- t) x;,,,_,_,., (81 
k 0 
where ~p/denotes the term 
II 
,p; == ( - t ) "  ; / i - l (x  j --.~,). (9)  
/, I 
~/i 
Such I'ormula for V t has been established on 1980 in Ret: [7], which is a 
little-known reference, but may be re-derived from the formula (2.39) of Ref. 
[6], p. 157. For the Chebyshev nodes, the tp/are given in explicit form by the 
following result. 
Lemma Z.2. For the nodes xi given I~j' Eq. (2), the {p/ are given bj, 
% = ( - I )  ' ' l  "----Sinn 2t n . ( lo )  
Proof. We can write 
" In  -~ i 
~Pi=( - I ) "  i l im x - . r i  =( - I ) "  r - . 
J o 
' " '  I-[ (x -.~-~) 
/, I 
now, T,i(xi) - nU,, .. ~ (.x'i), where U,_ i denotes the Chebyshev polynomial of the 
second kind [8] 
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u,, ,(x)= sin (n arccos(x)) 
sin ( arccos (x)) 
therefore we have 
r,',%) =,  
(_l)J-' 
s in (~n)  ' 
whici~ proves the hypothesis. 
Propos i t ion  2.3. The Frobenius norm of  V -! is given by 
II v-' Ilv = 22(n- I ) [ . /2 J [n / '2 J  1 (2  s - ql 
n ~ ~ 221.'-ql k, Is - ql a2.,a2,, 
s::O q=:O 
(11) 
Proof. Using Eq. ~oj w~ ,,.~,. 
n n n -  k n -  k 
i=1 k=! s :O q=O 
by noting that the a, vanish for odd arguments, we rearrange the above sum 
as  
L(a- I ) /2]  [(n--I)/2! 
llV'll~..- ~ ~ A wo'2so'2q, (12) 
s=O Cl=O 
where A w = Aqs is defined by 
n v(s,q) 
,4,,, = K"x2 I'-'j ,d S"x:* 
• / . . .~  t Z . .~  i , 
and v(s,q) = n - 1 - s - q - Is - q[. Moreover,  note that, independently on i, 
tp~ 22(.- il 
! - X 2 //2 
thus the term A,.q simplifies to 
22(,  - I) f ,, ', '~'~X21S--ql ~ 2(n--~'-q) 
Asq -- f12 k i='~l ' -- 2"4Xii= l 
and, using again Eq. (6), we can write 
[ c 22(''-') I (2Is - q['~ 1 2(n - s - q) +_  A~,q --- ~ 
• n ~ \ Is - ql J 22("-'-*) \ n - s - q / 2,, 
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The upper limits of the sums in Eq. (12) can be replaced by n -1 ,  as 
As.,,/2 = A,,/,..q = 0 for even n, and a2p = 0 for p= [ (n -  l)/2J + l , . . . ,n -  1. 
This allows to show that 
EE ( l 22(n-!) n-t  n-t  1 2 (n  -- s -- q O'2~O"~q 
n s=0 q:O 22(n-s-q) \ n -- S -- q )' " = ~nn' 
using standard manipulations of binomials [I 7], hence 
II v-~ I1~: = 22(" - ' ) " - l " - ' l (21s -q l~az ,S"S"  
~ z..~z...~ 221,~-ql ~, IS_  ql ,] 
O'2q ~ 
s=O q=O 
and finally Eq. (11) follows as a.,k = 0 for k = [n/2] + 1,.. . ,  n - I. 
3. The condition number gF (V) 
Formulas (11) and (5) allow to write 
,,v(v) = IlVIlFIlV-'ll~.- 
el* 0 
l (2ls-ql _ _  I 
2.,; ,,,, is_,,i ) ~r.,,.,,] 
i/2 
where ~ = 2 ''-~tr~: note that they are integer numbers, as they are the coef- 
ficients of T,,. In the next section we will give a rectlrsion for computing the ~k, 
as they enter in the proposed algorithm, with a computational cost of" order 
O(n). 
We now wish to relate the condition number x~.-(V) to he more widely used 
condition number x2(V). To this sake we recall the following bounds, which 
hold for a generic, square matrix M [12]: 
Ilgll.~ ~ Ilgll~ ~ ~llgl12, ~2(g) ~ ~'F(M) < nh'.~(g). 
Such bounds are not sharp for the matrix V, as Fig. I shows. There we plot, 
versus n, the ratio IIV-~llv/ll V-~ Ila, and see that the Frobenius norm estimates 
the 2-norm within an error of about 10%. We also report there the plot of the 
ratio x~.(V)/x,(V). 
In the attempt to get a simpler expression for the Frobenius norni of V -~ we 
write 
= (A)  IIV-'ll~-- lB. :+ 
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Fig. 1. Plots of the ratios II v - '  I1,:/ii t' '112 (upper) and h'l(V)/h',(V) (lower). 
where we have defined 
An = 2y~ y~ 22<.,._~ , ~_, ~2q, 
q=O s=q+ I 
t,l/2} 
B,, = 0"Tk. 
k ---0 
We remark that B,, is nothing but the sum of the squares of the coefficients of 
T,,. The numerical experience has verified the following conjecture. 
Conjecture 3.1, 
A,,__ ,., ~/]  - 2, , l - -+ o~, 
B. 
hence, we guess the following asymptotic estimate of IIV-' I1,< 
I IV- ' i l~< - ,  zt,,, ,l---+ oo. (13) 
The upper plot in Fig. 2 shows the relative error in approximating IIV--IIl~ 
by Eq. (13). The lower ploi in lhc same figure shows the relative error in es- 
timating xr-(V) by 
i'¢v(V) = (n l~) i i4d(v ig -  2)B., (14) 
which comes from Eqs. (7) and (13). Table ! reports, versus n, the values of 
some condition numbers of V and of the above estimator. 
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Fig. 2. Relative errors estimating [l V-I II~- by (13)(upper)and x~.(V) by (14)(lower). 
4. The determinant of V 
The next proposition gives the value of the determinant of V. 
Proposition 4.1. 
det(V) = (_1),,{,,_,,/2 (2 (7''t)'~n''),,n 
Proof. By the definition of tile Vandermonde determinant we have 
I' I  ( (2 i -1 )  ( 2 j - l ~ 2 n  - 2n det (V) = cos x cos 
=(-2)"("'|)/Z H sin( i+ j - I  ) ,, ~> i ) ~ t 2n n sin 
and, simply rearranging the terms we can write 
det(V) = (-2)"("-i)/21- I sin r~ - sin rt 
k::=l 2n 
,, , , -2(s in((n+k)~) ) 
= (_2)"("-')/21"I( sin (k~))',-' [" [ k:! k=l sin((n + 1 - k)~) 
where ~= n/2n and 
= sin ( (n-  k)~), and this implies that 
q. (k )  = L(,, - k ) /2 j .  Moreover. 
q,, (k) 
? 
sin((n + k)~) 
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det(V) = ( -2)  "c"-II/" (sin(2~x))qn(n-2),,-i 
(sin(n~)) qn(ll 1-I(sin(k~))"-l~=t 
n-3  
x I-I(sin((n - k)~t)) q~(k)-q"(k+l). 
4=1 
Furthermore, by noting that q,,(n - 2) = 1, sin(ne) = I and 
0 odd 
q,,(k) - q,,(k + I) = i even 
n - -  k ,  
n - k, 
we have: 
n- I  
det(V) = (-2)"/"-I i/"H(sin(k~)) "-I 
k : l  
L(n-I)/2J 
1-I sin (2k~). 
k=l 
Finally, for ~t = n/2n one has [13]: 
n- I  
Hsin(kcx) = V ~ 
2n- I  ' 
k=l  
[(n- I )/2] 4/ / /  
1-I sin (2k~) = V2"-I' 
k==l 
which concludes the proof. 
5. Solving the linear systems Vp = f and VTq = g 
In this section we present an algorithm for solving both problems Vp = .f 
and v'rq = .q. Such algorithm is based on the formula (8) for V -I, specialized to 
the Chebyshev points by using Eq. (10). Using Eq. (8) we have, for the solu- 
tions of Vp = f 
) " -  ' :.:;~',,-,-~ .I; p, = (-I  %E, ( - I  . 
i::: I k:=O 
by putting again ~ = 2"-Itrk, and ~/= n( - I )  "-ltp//2 "-I f~ ( - I )  p/./~, we 
write 
Let us denote by W the matrix defined by 
n- i  
k k- -  . W;/= y~( - I )  X/~,, , k, 
k ---0 
(15) 
(16) 
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note that W, 0 = 2"-i as a0 = !; moreover, the following recursion follows easily 
from Eq. (16) 
Wi-i.j = -0,,+i_~- W;jxj, i = n,n  - 1,... ,2; (17) 
such recursion also allows to show, by backward induction on the row index, 
the following symmetry property (see also Ref. [21]) 
Wi.,,+t-j ( -  I)"-iW, ,.. = ,j, i , j=  I . ,n ,  (18) 
therefore only half of W has to be computed (this also holds for the nodes and 
the ~j). As for the ~., the following recursion holds, starting from ~0 = 2"-~: 
(n -  1 - 2k)(n- 2k) rn] 
~2k~2=- 4 (n - l -k ) (k+l )  azk, k=0, . . . , i~_  -1 .  (19) 
As we have already noticed, the ~k are integer numbers, hence it is worth to 
use a round function when evaluating Eq. (19). Once matrix W has been built- 
up, the solution p is computed by Eq. (15). 
In the same way we get the solution of VVq = g. The algorithm listed in 
Appendix A solves both Vp = f and VVq = g with a computational cost of 
order 5n 2 + O(n), and also computes the estimate of KF(V) given by Eq. (14) 
with an additional cost of only n flops. 
6, Numerical experiments 
This section presents the results of some numerical experiments, aimed to 
assess the accuracy of the solutions to Vandermonde systems on the Chebyshev 
points obtained using the proposed algorithm. 
For each n = 10, 20, 30, we have generated ten thousands r.h.s.fand g, with 
entries from the pseudo-random uniform distribution in [0,1]. Then we have 
solved the systems Vp = f and VTq -- g using the proposed algorithm and have 
compared our results to those obtained using Bj6rck-Pereyra's algorithms [3]. 
Both algorithms have been implemented in MATLAB [19] and run on a Sun 
workstation. To compute the exact solutions p and q we have imported the 
Table 2 
Dual problem Vp =f  ~- Statistics of  the relative error ~:1, for .f, e [0, I] 
Random./" n= 10 
BP 
n = 20 n = 30 
EFP  BP  EFP  BP EFP  
Mean 2.2 x 10 ' la 8.6 x 10 '14 !.0 x IO -I° 4.6 x 10 i_" 5.6 x 10 -7 
Max 6.8 x l0 -"~ 2.8 x i0 -"~ 8.2 x i0 -x 1.2 x l0 --~ 3.1 x l0 --~ 
Std 8.0 x l0 -12 3.0 x l0 -I-' !.2 x l0 -~ 3.1 x IO II 3.2 x lO -s 
3.4 x 10 -7 
8.2 x 10 -'1 
1.1 x 10 -6 
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data defining the problem, i.e.,f and g, within the Mathemat  i ca [23] package, 
and have executed the proposed algorithm with an extended precision of 128 
decimal digits; the relative rrors in the computed solutions/3 and $ have been 
defined by: 
ep = max eq = max 
' -<'<-" Ip~l ' '<-'<-" Iq, I 
The whole set of experiments has been repeated using the pseudo-random 
uniform distribution on [-1,1]. Statistics of the errors are reported in Table 2 
for the dual problem and in Table 3 for the primal one, for the entries o f f  and 
g coming from the pseudo-random uniform distribution on [0,1]. Tables 4 and 
5 report he same quantities for the entries o f f  and g coming from the pseudo- 
random uniform distribution in [-[,I]. There, and in the tbllowing, (BP) refers 
to Bjfrck-Pereyra's algorithms and (EFP) to the proposed one. Experiments 
have beerr epeated with both increasing and decreasing ordering of the nodes 
without noticeable differences in the results; those reported refer to the de- 
creasing ordering. 
From such tables, one sees that the proposed algorithm performs better than 
Bjfrck-Pereyra's ones, in a statistical sense, in all cases we have tested, to an 
extent hat depends both on the problem (primal/dual) and on its order. 
For the primal problems, EFP gives from (about) one to three correct digits 
more than BP, as n increases from 10 to 30, both in the average and in the 
worst case; the increasing in the number of correct digits seems to be monotone 
as n increases. For the dual problem, the improvement in the number of correct 
digits is less marked and non monotone. 
The good performance of EF'P seems to be justified by the following con- 
siderations: although cancellation by subtraction may occur in recursion (17) 
for W, we note that the last line of this matrix is assigned exactly, that the ~k 
are integer numbers and half of them are zero, and that the nodes lie in the 
range [-1,1]. We guess that all these facts, and the use of the closed formula 
(10) for the ~pj, help in keeping the error in computing W small. 
The heavy loss of correct digits in the solution of the dual problem for EFP 
seems to depend on the yet little error in computing f ,  that propagates in the 
Table 3 
Primal problem VTq : g Statistics of  the relative error ~:,t br .q, ~ [0,1] 
Randomg n=lO 
BP 
n = 20 n = 30 
EFP BP EFP BP EFP 
Mean !.3 x I0 I~ I.i x I0 I-~ 2.5 x I0 'j-' !.5 x I0 -I~ 7.8 x I0 -II 2.7 x I0 -13 
Max 6 .0x  10 ~l" 5 .8x  10 I° 4.1 x 10 ~ 2 .7x  10 l ' j  1 .3x IO -7 3 .2x  10 l °  
Std 6.0 x I() -I-" 5.8 x 10-n" 4.6 x 10 't l  3.7 x !() I-" 1.7 × 10 -'~ 4.9 x 10 - j :  
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Table 4 
Primal problem Vp = f - Statistics of the relative error ~:p for f E [ - l , l ]  
217 
Randomg n=i0  
BP 
n = 20 n = 30 
EFP  BP EFP  BP EFP  
Mean !.2 x 10 -13 4.2 x 10 14  !.4 x IO 1° !.5 x 10 -Ii 2.3 x 10 -7 
Max 7.2x  10 -II 6.1 x 10 -It 8 .0x  10 8 1 .6x  10 ..8 !.1 x 10 -4 
Std !.5 x 10 -I-" 8.9 x 10 -t~ 1.5 x 10 -9 2.2 x 10 -I° 2.3 X 10 -6 
2.6 x 10 -7 
4.8 x 10 -~ 
1.5 x 10 -6 
Table 5 
Primal problem Vrq = g ..... Statistics of the relative error ,:q for g, E [ - I , I ]  
Randomg n=10 
BP 
n = 20 n = 30 
EFP  BP  EFP  BP EFP  
Mean 5.7 x 10 -14 2.3 x 10 14 2.4 x 10 -I-' 6.4 x 10 -14 7.0 x i0 IJ ! . i  x 10 -i-~ 
Max 3.2 x 10 -I! 1.2 x 10 !1 2.4 x 10 --'~ 1.5 x 10 --"~ 5.8 x 10 8 I . I  x 10 -!° 
Std 5 .7x l0  -I.~ 2 .2x  10  la 3 .8x  10 ii ! .6x  10 12 9 .0x  10 ~"j 1 .7x  IO  -I-' 
computation of W.---f in an unpredictable way. For the dual BP algorithm, the 
monotone ordering of the nodes cannot per  se ensure, as .lJ > 0 and nodes are 
of both signs, that the interpolating polynomial is reconstructed accurately 
[151. 
As for the primal problem, the .0, are machine numbers if such are the ,q,. 
This implies that no initial error propagates when computing wT~, and ex- 
plains the high relative accuracy of the solutions. Also in this case. as nodes are 
either positive and negative, and g,. > 0, the primal BP algorithm is not guar- 
anteed to give accurate solutions, even if we note that it works better than for 
the dual problem, a phenomenon that was already evident from Higham's 
experience [14]. 
Appendix A 
The proposed algorithms to solve Vp = f and VTq = g 
inputs: n, f g; outputs: kv, p, q; 
for k = I" In/2], t'-'k-! 
Xk = COS x 2n 
Xn+l--k - -  --Xk 
~k sin (2k-I n) 
= ,, ."'~-n 
q~n+l -k  = .~k 
end 
(r-O = 2 ' ' - !  
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Bn = tr5 
for k = 0:[n/21 - !, 
_ ~ [ (n-  ! -2k)(n-2k) -~2k~ ] 
O'2k+2 ---- -rouno~ 41n_l_k)(k+i ) , 
Bn = Bn + (~+2)  2 
end / 
rc~ = (nl~)'n ~/(v/g-  2)B, 
for j = 1 " n, 
W,j  = go 
end 
for/ = n " -1"  2, 
for j = 1" In/2], 
Wi-I,/ - a,,+ t-i - .,cjWi/ 
Wi-I.,+ ~- /= ( -  I )"+l-;Wi_ l.j 
end 
end 
fo r i=  1' n, 
= __ )¢~J~ f i  ( l i - - "  
~, = (-l)~q~ 
end 
q= 
fo r i=  l "n ,  
(.~l) ' ' ' j '  
Pi =-  Pi tl 
( . _1)  ' ' ' 1  ' 
qi = ~ ¢Piqi II 
end 
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